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I~TRODt:crION As early as 1960. ~sealt:hers have ~ognized thaI the human
locomocor system can be characterized by a set of diffe~ntia1

equatioos. ~iller (1973). This characterization can be expanded to
include a mechanical model of the shoe. Simple analytical models
have been useful in oblaining ~lalionships between rearfoot
eversion and a changing moment arm due to varying midsole

geanetry and cushioning propenies, Stacoff et al, (19gg), Nigg
( 1986). Although a computer is used to rInd solutions to the set of

diffe~ntia1 equations characterizing the dynamics of these models,
the set of equatioos themselves. we~ usually derived and
assembled by hand, limiting the detail and complexiry of the
mechanical system described.

A computer mOOel of the human leg and foot was generated to

explore the kinematic and kinetic properties of the human leg and

foot during a drop landing. Experimental data from an actual drop

landing was used to produce the model A goal is to develop this

mOOeling awroam into a tool to investigate the effects of

mechanical and geometric characteristics of sIX'ns shoes on acute

injury such as an eversioo-related injury to the lateral ligament

complex. 7-.

With the evolution of medlanical system simul:11ion tools such as
ADA~S"!M. it is now convenient to generate a system of DOQ-linear
(differential/algebraic) equations. representing a set of coostrained

six dcgree-of-frecdom parts by working on a computer graphics
analogy of the system. The system of equ:11ions are then assembled
into matrix form and solved through time. O\asc (1984). The
simulation resulu are interrog:11ed using computer animations and

data graphs. This relOltively new generatioo of software simul:11ion
tools removes the analyst from the complexity of the underlying
mathem:11ics allowing the focus to shift to model behavior and
function.

Due to this inc~ased convenience. the analytical models generated
using mechanical simulation tools. will be of a bigher order of

sophistication and detail than of those used in the past for spolt

shoe evaluation. and will include many mo~ interacting kinematic
variables. For example. the model presented in this paper couples
pronati00/supination with full eversion!abduction/dorsiflexion. 00(

just calcaneal eversion. to study the effecu of pronation/supination
00 tibial rotation. In addition. the shoe model complete with
flexure and cushioning propenies, is capable of capturing the

effecu of a continuously varying moment arm during the jump
landing. This cushioning surface can also be used to model the
panial inter:lction between the shoe and obstacles, such as the
landing on another player's fooL Through discretization. the foot
and shoe model will better ali"1pt to the ground surface. with or
without obstacles. to provide inc~ased kinematic acCUr:lCy of the

entire human locomotor system.
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Fig~ I. Musculoskeletal Model with Skin Model Overlay.

REVIEW A~D THEORY

Rearfoot stabilily during running and gener:ll sports activities is

related to foot anat<Xny and the kinematic changes that result frool
footwear, Nigg (1986). To study the effects of changes in footwear

design variables, rese3fchers have predomin:lnlly relied on
l:1bor:ltory analysis. Simple :ln3l}1ic:1l mOOels, Slacoff et al. (1988),
Nigg (1986), Miller. et al. (1973). Jonsson (1987), have 3Iso been

used, however. researchers continu:illy stress the need to develop
more detailed models to supplement and complement existing

l:1bor:ltory melhOOs, Stacoff et al. ( 1988). C1arX et al. ( 1984 ),
Cavenaugh (1980), Cavenaugh (1990). Miller et 31. (1973). Jonsson

(1987).

PROCEDUR~

Data Co//eclioll
A ba~foot male subject dropped onto a Kisller'IM force pl3le by
~leasing his grip from a "hang-bar." The drop height (disunce
from subject's toe to groun..t) was 14 cm. A Watsmart'IM
optoelectronic 3-D motion analysis system was used to collect the
drop lan..ting kinematic data for 2 secon..ts at 200 Hz. A



WaucopeN system was used simultaneously to collect force plate

data at @ Hz. Data collectioo w:u conducted 00 the subject's
right lower ext~mity .Kinematic d:ua were obtained using infrared
marken at boney locations. A four-segment experimenul model
wu assumed (Thigh, Shank. RearfO(X. and Fo~fO(X) for data
collection. Th~e-dimensional joint motions for the Hip. Knee.
Ankle. and the "pseudo-joint" between RearfO(X and Fo~foot were
calculated using data analysis softwa~ provided with the Waumart
system. Data was collected for both a flat landing and a l:lnding on
a 3 cm obstacle ID1der the 1 sI metatanal head.

~ctions or muscle fon:es and lig:lment loadings oflhe model win
also c~I:11e to loods the experimental subject experienced.

DISCUSSION

Computer ,I;fodel
To simul.'lte the lower ext=ily reslX>nse to the d~ landing. three

types of COOlputer models were coostlUcted. a coarse model. a
delo'liled model and a skin model (see figure I ). The coo~ model
was OOih with 4-pans to reflect the discretiution employed during
data coUection. The degrees~f.freedcxn. OOFs. in this kinematic

model woold be driven with the experimenL1l data produced by the
Watsm.u1 system. A delo'liled model of the COOIplete

musculoskeleta! lower ext~mity was devel~d using 26 paIU and
a lumping scheme in the foot similar to Scott (1993). Mechanical

joints were used to ~ct all parts in model except for the
subt.11ar joint where a 3.D surface conlo'lct force W:LS employed. A
skin model was developed to provide a COOlo'lct force between the
musculoskeleta! model and the envirooment (i.e.. sh~. force plate.

etc.)

Simulations using this method were perfonned for ~ flat landing
and obsUcle landing cases. With the model validalcd for ~
cases. the height of the obstacle is increased in the simulations to
cause an ankle eversion in the model S~sses <X1 the spring
elemenu representing the lateralligarnent c<Xnplex ~ monitored
to gage injury and rupture. With this acute injury prOOucing

mechanism isolated. resean:h is now focused 00 the developnent
of a sports sh~ model to overlay onto the detailed model to

subj}jze and reinforce the ankle.
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~ ~SinlUlalioflS
A model overlay teclulique was employed to drive the 26 pasts of

the detailed mOOel with the 4 p:uts of the coarse model using the

experimental displacement data. Spring-darnpe~ elements were
used to anchor the coarse model to the detailed model at the diode
locations used in the experirnenL The spring and damping rates of
the connection elements were normalized to the specific accuracy
of the diode, to allow for the more accul3te diOOe locatioos to
provide the dominant motion contributions. Viscous dampe~ were
applied to the rest of the model to prevent any motion in the free
DOFs during free.fall The skin model was then overlayed over the
detailed model to provide for foot to floor inter:lction. Dynamic

simulations were performed with this overlay arT:lngement to record
the relative rotational and translational displacements at the joint

connections.
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Fig~ 2. Experiment and Model Vertical Ground Readioo Fon:e.
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~3ction forces for model and experiment and the CP travel history.
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model correl31ing with the experiment in conjunction with a
correl3tion of segment molion it is assurned that the internal
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